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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Although one of the oldest geological regions of the world, the 

'.boundar;i.es of the Ozark'.'."Mountain11,.area are rather.;i.ll' defined. ·'They 

lie, in general, south of the Missouri, west of the Mississippi, and 

north of the Arkansas rive'X's, extending west briefly into Oklahoma. 

This vast area is historically_ a piateau which includes the Boston 

Mountains of Arkansas and the Salem Plateau and Springfield Plateau of 

the "Ozark Plateau" (Figure 1). 

This study is concerned primarily with an analysis of the 

present vegetation and mi,croenvironmental factors within a very 

limited area of this region. It is, how:ever, necessary to have the 

historical viewpoint, both vegetational and geological, in attempting 

to determine how this stand was initiated and w,hy it now suppoi"t$ 

some domiiltlnt species rather than others. 

The Ozark region, according to Steyermark (1959), is one of the 

oldest geological regions of the world and occupies southern Missouri 

to the Missouri River, northern Arkansas and parts of southeast 

Kansas, northeast Oklahoma,"and southern Illinois! This region has 

been a continuous land area sine~ the erid of the Paleozoic Era. After 

at least two uplifts, the ·Ozarks were worn: down by pene;planation to 

produce the present-day topography. The flora currently present 

represents a Glimax that can be correlated with past geological 

1 
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events,' indicating great age'. The Ozarks have been above sea: level 

since Carboniferous times and subject to many changing conditions. As 

each change left its imprint on the changing landscape, fragments of a 

variety of different floras remained throughout the area. 

Today the Ozark region is an area where east meets west and north 

meets south as species from the southern coastal plains, the present 

Appalachian flora, the Great Plains flora and remnants of a boreal 

flora are all a part of the local vegeti!tion. It is likely that the 

Ozarks served as a center of origin and dispersal of plant life. 

As stated by Steyermark (1959) "the Ozark forest manifests a 

climax forest represented by a climatic-edaphic adaptation of the 

flora as expressed by the development of five major plant associations 

conditioned by the local nature of the soils, their exposures and 

moisture content." This passage is a generalization bµt typical of 

Steyermark's argument to support his theory of long established 

climax forest regions of the Ozarks. This is contrary to the opinions 

set forth by Beilmann and Brenner (1951) who conclude that the Ozark 

forest area is of an immature type and lacks any definite climax. 

Steyermark (1959) points out falacies in the Beilmann-Brenner concept 

and suggests their misinformation is due in part to a short study 

period (of about twenty years) and misinterpretation of previous 

authors on the subject who influenced their opinions. Steyermark 

(1940) suggests transition (from prairie to forest) of the Ozarks 

area but admits his studies to that point were inconclusive and that 

he was influenced by previous writers who he now believes are in error. 

Upon comparing present-day conditions with the original land 

surveys of the early 1800's (about 1816 to as late as 1848 in Taney 



County), Steyermark (1959) concludes that: (1) there has been no 

obvious change in the composition .of the dominant forest cover since 

the time of the original land survey, (2) specific areas he surveyed 

in the National Forests of the Ozarks in 1936 and 1937 have the same 

dominant forest cover as during the original land survey and (3) areas 

reported as heavily or densely fo~ested at the time of the original 

land survey are today heavily forested while those considered to be 

prairie areas during the survey are today prairies, 

Although application of the maturity index as suggested by Pichi

Sermolli (1948) indicates an immature stand in the study area there is 

no evidence to indicate anything other than re~establishme.nt of the 

original clima:x; connnunity after possible logging ·and severe land abuse 

of the mid-nineteenth century. Writings of early travelers and 

botanists 'of this area indicate the same type of edapb,ic and climatic 

conditions existed in the past as prevail today. Steyermark (1959) 

and Braun (1950) agree that the Ozarkian oak-hickory·association had 

its origin in the late Tertiary time when it was derived from the 

mixed Tertiary forest due to the increased xeric conditions that resul

ted from the uplifting of the Ozark Plateau. This presumedly elimi

nated the species with higher mositure requirements. No exact records 

of this precise area are available but word of mouth accounts of the 

area would indicate that the region was used as open range and posi"' _. 

sibly suffered abuse due to overgrazing as forage was undoubtedly 

scarce in the forest. 

According to Steyermark (1951) botanical records of Missouri are 

incomplete. Early botanical explorers such as Bradbury, Schoolcraft~ 

Shumard, Swallow and Broadhead made only random and scattered studies, 
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Although a few counties in the state have been studied intensively (St, 

Louis, Boone, Jackson, Greene, and Jasper), most have been botanized 

little so that information is fragmentary. 

The precise history of the area included in this study is unknown 

by the author, although attempts to uncover the exact history have 

proven fruitless, the concensus of the forestry personnel currently 

working the area is that it~has been logged to some extent in the past 

and the climax vegetation is now being re-established. 

The question of the past history and development of the Ozark 

forests may never be resolved but the fundamental premise--that the 

forest and its very existence was determined by climate, soil and sub

soil of the locality--is without question. Research by Read (1952), 

Kucera and Martin (1959), Burk (1964), Dyksterhuis (1948), and Diebold 

(1935) present interesting evidence for unraveling the cryptic rela-, 

tionships that exist between characteristics of soil and the vegeta

tion it sustains. Climate, according to Bates (1922), affects the 

region and vegetation in two ways; (1) it is presently the most impor

tant factor in the environment of the vegetation, and (2) it has 

affected the present environment in its historical development. 

The determination of the important features of a climate is not 

a simple matter. It must rest upon a sufficiently long series of 

observations at well-equipped meteorological stations. However, much 

can be accomplished by comparatively short-term studies of individual 

investigators who may uncover some fundamental facts which alter the 

conception of a given problem and therefore lead to a more productive 

effort by a permanent organization for long ... term study. In the words 

of Bates (1922) "substantial progress in forest investigation can be 
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only by recognizing the principle of supplemental effort of individuals 

on a limited, short-term basis. There should be no attempt to delimit 

the work of any organization or individual," 

With this advice in mind, the investigator undertook the follow~ 

ing study. The underlying theme is an analytic study of a delineated 

region of the forested area of southwestern Missouri. This region 

will hereafter be referred to as Peckout Hollow. The specific objec

tives of this study are; (1) to determine the exact floral composition 

of three different microsites (each on a different aspect) within the 

general ecosite of Peckout Hollow, (2) to analyze the microclimatic 

and edaphic conditions of the three aspects, and (3) to attempt to 

correlate this information in order to better understand the inter

relationships that exist between the biotic and the physical elements 

of the environment. 

Although much research of this nat;:ure has been conducted--Oosting 

(1942), Ayyad and Dix (1964), Penfound (1945), Cantlon (1953), Cooper 

(1961), MacHattie and McCormack (1961)~ and Longerheim (1962)--nothing 

has been done in this particular vegetational zone. Kucera (1957) 

conducted a study in the "glades" region of Taney County, some thirty 

miles southeast of Peckout Hollow. This was, however, concerned pri

marily with grasslands. 

The information prei;;ented herein may contribute in· some way to a 

better understanding of the interrelationships that exist between 

vegetational envir-onment and physical environment. It is -a recognized 

fact that the knowledge and skills of contemporary man have brought us 

to greater dependence upon our natural environment than has heretofore 

been realized. Understanding our environment is necessary to our 
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surviving in it. Each particle of evidence, however small, contributes 

to this understanding. In the words of Conunoner (1969), "unless we 

begin to match our te~hno\ogical power with a deeper understanding of 

the balance of nature, we run the risk of destroying this .planet as a 

suil;:able place for human habitation." 



CHAPT~R II. 

DE.SCRIPTION OF STUDY A.REA 

Peckout Hollow is a region of the Mark Twain National Forest set 

aside by the Forest Service as an outdoor laboratory •. It includes 3500 

acres within the Ava Distri,ct of the National Forest. This particular 

district is located in the southeast corner of Christian County, 

Missouri T25N, R20W, Access to the area is by.way of Missouri State 

Highway 125 south of Chadwick, Missouri to the junction of Highway "C," 

south on "C" to the entrance of the forest, then via forest road atop 

the crest of Flyblow Ridge to its termination (see Figure 2). 

An important feature of the area is the ecological diversity: 

:found within a relatively limited area. There are eight major soil 

types, a wide range of plant associations, a steep and varied topog-

raphy plus a complex forest cover condition. The climate is variable 

from day to day and season to season and characterized by a precipi-

tation range of 27 to 58 inches per year with an average of 42 inches 

per year. Snow usually accounts for less than 2 inches of the annual 

total. Seasonal droughts are coIDJ11on and extended droughts occur 

periodicaUy. 
0 The average maximum temperttire is 77.6 F, and an average 

minimµm is 33.9°F. Extremes range from below zero, at times during the 

winter to 100+ degrees occasionally during the summer months, The last 

killing frost of the spri~g occurs, on the average, about April 1st 

and the first killing frost of the fall about November 1st. The 

•I· 
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Figure 2. A Map of Southeastern Christian County, 
Missouri Showing l'eckout Hollow and 
Access to the Study Area 
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average growing season, according t;o these limiting extremes, is 

1 approximately 178 days in length. 

10 

Tributaries of Bull Creek, which drains :approximately 100 square 

miles of this region, have cut downward into nearly flat-lying sedi-, 

mentary rock formations and have formed valleys, one of which is 

Peckout Hollow. Seven formations, ranging in age from Ordovician to 

Mississippian, are present at or within a few feet of the surface. 

Generalized descriptions of the seven formations are ·incluc;led in Table 

I. 

These rock formations are·almost horizontal and are normally 

arranged with the oldest on the bottom and progressively younger ones 

on top. The Cotter, the oldest formation exposed in this vicinity, 

crops o.ut low on the hillsides, whereas younger formations crop out 

higher ·up. Although the Reeds Spring is the youngest formation in 

the study area, the Burlington is probably present benea·.th nearby 

ridges. Mi~sissippian formations (Bachelor, Compton, Northview, 

Pierson, Reeds Spring, and Burlington) consist predominantly of lime-

stone, a r.ock composed largely of the mineral ca,lcite. The chemical 

composition of limestone is calc;ium carbonate. The Reeds Spring has a 

high percentage of chert nodules and beds. Chert, composed of silicon 

dioxide is harder and more resistant to weathering than is the lime-

stone that surrounds it. The Cottor formation consists predominantly 

of dolomite, a :t:ock composed largely of the mineral dolomite, the com-

position of which is calcium-magnesium carbonate, The Cotter also has 

1 United States Weather Bureau, 
Missouri. U. S. Dept. of Comnierce. 

1968. Climatological c;lata. 
Washington, D. C. 



.TABLE- I 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF. ROCKFORMATIONS AT OR NEAR THE SURFACE 
. ~N THE J,>ECKOUT HOLLOW AREA2 --

Al"!.' Thicl~ness 
Era Period if not Rock 

Formation eroded Tvoe 

;B~rlington 100: · Limestone, some chert 

Reeds Spring 60'~70' Limestone, much chert 

~ 
ell Pierson 16' Limestone,· chert •r-1 some 
c:i.. ,c:,.. 
•d 
fl) 

Northview 6' Siltstone, shale {I) 
•r-1 
{I) 
{I) 

•r-1 
Compton 14' L,imestone ::e:: 

CJ -·-· -- Bachelor 0'4" sandstone' shale 
H 
0 
N 

1S0'-20Qi 0 ~ Cotter poiomite; some sand-
~ ell st.one, chert, shale •r-1 

~ CJ 
•r-1 
> 
0 

't:I 
M o· 

21,,. ]? , Fellows, "Geology of Peckout Hollow" (unpub. information 
·- b1,1lletin, Missouri Geological Survey and Water Resources, Rolla, 
Missour~, 1964). 
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some sandstone, shale and scattered chert nodules. 

Limestone and dolomite, both carbonate rocks, d.issolve rather 

rapidly in warm, humid, climates. Chert, althoµgh not insoluble, is 

much less soluble than either of the former. Throughout this area 

limestone and dolomite near the surface have been dissolved and all 

that remains is a residue consisting of cl,ay minerals, iron oxide, 

12 

artd chert fragments. This residuum i,s the parent material in which 

soil on the upland has dev~loped. The compositio\1 and characteristics 

of residual soils are directly related to the rock from which the 

residuum was derived. A mixture of rock fragments, residuum, and 

organic ·matter, transported and deposited by streams as alluvium, is 

the parent material in which soils along streams have developed. 

Residuum is generally thickest beneath the crests of hills and 

thinnest on slopes. Afil a result there is a general lack of outcrops 

near the tops of ridges and an abundance of them lower on the hill

sides. Residuum from near the tops of the ridges has moved downslope. 

):n certain places Ordovician dolomite crops out but fragments of 

Mississippian chert are common at the surface. Blocks of sandstone 

that crop out in other areas are present at the surface for a consider-

able distance downslope. One significance of this is that soil parent 

material at any spot might have been derived from rock belonging to 

several different formations. Thus, one would not expect the bound

aries of soil types to coincide exactly with _the contacts between rock 

formations. 

A soil survey of Peckout Hollow was begun in March 1964 by the 
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U. S. Forest Service and is, as yet, unfinhhed. 3 Publication will be 

included on the Soil Survey Report of Christian County, Missouri. 

Since the soil survey is not yet complete~ all series names used 

herein should be considered as tentative and subject to change. 

Soils of Peckout Hollow 

Soils of this area were mapped by identifying, describing, and 

classifying them according to the kinds and sequence of the horizons 

which make up the soil profiles. Differences in the kinds and 

sequences of these horizons are the resl,llts of differences in parent 

material, climate, living organisms, topographic relief,. and time. · On 

the basis of these differences, the soils have been separated into 

eight soil series designated by Fellows (19·64) as: (1) Alluvial, 

(2) Bodine, (3) coquvial, (4) Clarksville, (5) Dickson, (6) Fullerton, 

(7) Gasconade, and (8) Nixa. 

In mapping soils, certain combinations or subdivisions of soil · 

series and associated land features ·such as slope, erosion and stoni

ness ·are recognized as being important in determining floristic com

position. These units (of combinations or subdivisions) are called 

soil phases and they form the basis for the soil mapping unit. Soil 

mapping units are the areas on the landscape which have been delineated 

to form the soil, ma.p. (see Fig. 3). 

There are eleven mapping units on this soil survey area. These 

mapping units have been given names taken from the soil series or 

other units in the classification system which best describes the 

3 lb id • , p • 11 • 



CKS Clarksville Slope soil serie-s 
NIXR Ni.,i:a ltf.dge soil series 
FU, 1"ul lerton Ledgey soil series 
GSE Gasconade soil series 

\ ·.: .. ·.~ :·: =.:: :-:·;~~ ~::~. .. -:;··.·::-.,·.:.:,·. Study Area 
\:t~~.:~.~::·:.:~~·:~t 

Figure 3, A Map Showing Soil Mapping Uni\s of l-'eckout llollm, 
and Limits of the Study Area 

4l-larlc Twain National f'orest--Ava District Office. 1964. 
Unpublished information pamphlet, IJ. S. Dept. of Agriculture. 
Washington, D. C, 

14 
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kinds of soil or soils included in the mapping .unit. A description of 

each follows. Three of these soil series are found in each of the 

: ' 
,microsites where climatic conditions were -measured and where vegeta.:. 

tion sampling was conducted. These three ·series will be described in 

somewhat more detail. 

AUuvial Series 

Two units, ''very gravelly" and "well .. drained," occur within the 

Alluvial series. The gravelly alluvial soi,ls are found on the narrow 

upstream creek bottoms. The depth of soil material over bedrock 

ranges from a few inches to five or six feet, These soils are very 

porous and low irt·moisture holding capacity. They are important as 

filters and reservoirs for runoff. The other sub·type of alluvial 

soils, the "well .. drained alluvials," occurs on the wider creek bottoms. 

The depth of soil material, over gravel as bedrock, ranges from 24 

inches to 5 or 6 feet, l'hese soils are high in moistul;'e holding · 

capacitYr 

Bodine Series 

Bodine cherty silt loam is a well .. drained soil which occurs at 

the highest elevations on narrow ridgetops and usually has slopes of 

5 .. 51%. This soil has a hi.gh chert content of 70 .. 80%. The depth to 

underlying bedrock is estimated to exceed 10 feet, but shallower 

areas may occur. Bodine soil has a high infiltration rate and good 

permeability to a depth of ~O inches. Moisture holding capacity is 

low because of the high volume of chert in tpe soil. 
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Colluv;f.al Series 

These·soils are moderately drained t;:o well-drained on low slope 

sites. They are '!lloderately deep and ai;-e relatively chert free in the 

upper 20 to 40 inches. Slopes range from 4-20% and average about 10%. 

Colluvial soil h~s a high infiltration rate and good permeability to a 

depth of three to four feet. Moisture holding capacity is moderate. 

Clarksville Series 

_Clarksville, one of the soils found in the vegetational sampling 

plots» occur on the steep side slopes in close association with the 

fullerton. Slopes are usually 30% or more. 

Depth in inc.hes 

1 inch - zero 

zero - 4 inches 

4 - 20 inches 

20 - 36 inches 

Soil Profile Description 

tiesc,;ip.tion " 

Litter and humus layer_, principally leaves 

and dead plant material. 

The A horizon (surface material) is a very 

dark grayish-brown, cherty silt loam with 

a chert content of 40 to 50%. The soil 

bacteria: which live in this horizon readily 

break down the above dead plant materials. 

The A2 horizon is a pale-brown, cherty silt 

loam with a chert content of 45 to 55%. 

This horizon has lost many of its·plant 

nutrients. It is very strongly acid and 

contains lesser amounts of soil'bacteria. 

The B horizon (subsoil) is a brownish-
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yellow, cherty. silt loam with a chert .. 

content of 60 to 75% and the chert pieces 

are from 2 ... 5 inches in diameter. This 

horizon is very strongly acid. 

The C horizon (substratum) is a·strong 

reddish-brown, cherty silty clay loam with 

a chert content of 60 to 70%. This hori

zon is quite ·thick and can extend to 

depths of 10 to 20 feet. It is strongly 

acid. 

Clarksville soil has a high infiltration rate and j?;OOd permeabil

ity. Moisture holding capacity is moderately low because of the high 

chert volume. Erosion hazard is moderate to low. 

Dickson Series 

The Dickson series is a moderately well-drained upland soi\. It 

occurs on gently t;o moderately sloping ridgetops. Normal slope is 

about 5 to 6% but may range up to 15%. The soil has developed from a 

layer of silty material about 12 inches to 18 inches thick overlaying 

residuum from the Grand Falls and Burlington formations. Infiltration 

~ate is medium and moisture holding capacity is good to a depth of 

about 16 inches. Percohltion is severely.restticted~below'18'inche~ by 

·the fragipan horizon and lateral seepage can be ·expected. Runoff is 

heavy in late winter to late spring, Eros.ion hazard is high when 

vegetation is removed. 



Fullerton Series 

The Fullerton soils are consid.ered to· be two phases, a ridgetop 

phase and a side slope phase. Both are cherty silt loams. 

18 

The ridgetop phase is a well-drained soi,.1 containing a. high per

centage of chert fragments. It occurs ·on narrow ridgetops and on tops 

of "glades" where soils are deep •. It has developed from residuum of 

the Burlington and Jefferson City formations. This soil differs from 

Bodine in being less <;:herty and in having a better developed B horizon. 

High infiltration rate and good permeability to a depth of about 30 

inches is characterist.ic. Below 30 inches, ip. the fine textured 

residual material, permeability is very slow. Moisture holding capac

ity for plant growth is low. 

The side-slope phase, the Fullerton found in the vegetational 

sampling area, .is a well-drained soil containing a high percentage of 

chert fragments. It occurs on slopes below the ridgetops. Slopes 

average about 25% and range between 10-40%. It has developed from 

residuum of the Jefferson City and associated formations. 

Depth in Inches 

1\ - zero 

zero - 3 inches 

Soil Profile Description 

·Description 

Litter and Flayer. 

Surface soil (A1) is friable, dark grayish 

brown, cherty silt loam; pH 5.5; and ranges 

in thickness from 1 to 5 inches. Chert 

fragments are mostly 8 inches and less in 

diameter. 



3 - 16 

16·- 30 inches 

3o+ inches 
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Surface soil :(A2.).}s:·_friable ~ .ye:Umdsh-

bri,wn, .c;herty,'.Jilt:.loan; .. pH_5.0; :i;md. range1;1;.:: 

in thickness from 10 inches to 20 inches. 

Subsoil (B2) is yellowish-red cherty silt 

loam or clay loam, less friable than above; 

pH S.S. Chert content is ·20-50%. 

Substratum (C) is reddish, residual cherty 

clay and silty clay; .pH 5.0.and 6.0. 

Dolomitic limestone bedrock occurs below 

this ·layer -usually.at a depth of 5 to 6 feet 

or more. 

There is ·some variation in thickness of each horizon and in the 

amount of chert. Depth to the residual clay ranges from 15 inches to 

three or four feet. -Occa1;1;i.onally, bedrock -may occur ·within 3 to 5 feet. 

This soil has a high infiltration rate and good permeability to a 

depth of 30 inches. Below this the fine textured residual material are 

less permeable. Moisture holding capacity is_low because of the high 

volume of chert in the soil. Erosion hazard is moderate ·to low. 

Gasconade Series 

The third soil series found in the vegetational sampling :area is 

the Gasconade silty clay loam. -This soil is found on side slopes of 

glade areas. It is shallow to dpldttiitic limestone bedrock -and contains 

some rock ledge outcrops. Slopes range between 15 - 40% and average 

about -2ot. 
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Soil Profile Description 

Depth in Inches Description 

zero - 6 inches Surface soil (A1) i,s very dark grayish 

brown or black, friable silty clay loam with 

good soil structure; pH 7. 5 ,. 

Dolomitic limestone bedrock, t.tpp~r ·part -may 

be broken into thin flat fragments with 

some soil material in crevices and between 

roe~. 

Averase depth of soil is 4 to 10 inches but small areas of deeper 

or shallower soils may be included with this unit. The soil usually 

has ·good .grass cove:,:,. Erosion hazard is moderate. The shallow soil 

mantle is subject to.severe -and permenent damage ·from only a moderate 

amount of erosion. Storage capacity is ·very low. 

Nixa Series -
The Nixa cherty silt loam is somewhat draughty. It developed from 

risiduum of the Burlington formation. This·soil, found on the broader 

high ridge tops, is moderately well-drained and is. characterized by ·a 

cherty fragipan, Normal slopes are 2 .. 14%. The draughtiness is due to 

the high chert content in the soil p:tof;ile preventing the soil 'material 

available from holding and releasing moistul;'e to the plants. The: 

fragipan restricts the depth that plant roots can penetrate which also 

limits the available moisture for plant g-.=:~th. .Infiltratio.n rate -is 

considered to be moder-ate ·and pei;meability is. good to a .depth of about 

17 inches. Infiltration and permeability are inhibited at this depth 

by the fragipan. . These· soils have practically no surface runoff and 



~.ari.d, :erosion hazard Js low. 

At the_ termination of Flyblow Ridge the topography preil5ents a 

slope off northward into Flyblow Hollow and southward and westward 

into Peckout Hoillow. The south aspect is, on the average, .a 21.15° 

slope with' some outcropping of parent limestone. Soils are of the 

Clarksville· type near the crest and either Fµllerton or Gasconad.e in 

the lower elevations. 
. 0 

The ·west aspect has an average slope of 18 • 
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Soils, as on the south, are of the C iarksville, fuller ton and Gascom·J, 

ade types with Clarksville well defined near the top of the ridge. 

Fullerton occupying a well defined area mid,-way down the slope and 

the Gasconade in a well defined belt near the lower limits of the 

slope. Limestone out .. croppings :are more c-ommon on the western slope 

and relatively large open spaces between more widely spaced trees sup-

port a moderately heavy grass cover in places where more-xeric con-

ditions prevail. 

0 
The north aspect presents a slope of 22 .65 on the -average-. 

Soils are again of the Clarksville, Fullerton and Gasconade types 

with the Clarksville forming a narrow band near. the crest of the ·ridge. 

·Fullerton occupies a wide band through the center and Gasconade is at 

the lower limit. No limestone out_-croppings were encountered on this 

slope and vegetation was considerably denser. 

In accordance with Steyermark (1959) it is assumed that the ,: . ·:···: 

floral composition of the area is essentially of the same type distri-

bution as it has been for the past several hundred yea:r;s. This . 

natural veg.etation includes as dominant species a variety of oaks and 
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hickory. Lesser species such as Cornus florida, 5 Juglans nigra, 

Juni,perus virginiana, Pinµs echinata, collectively make up a subStan-

tial percentage of the total flora. Pine and oak stands ·are associ.- :·:) ·: 

ated with the ridges in the£.deep upland soils. The steep sloping 

uplands are predominately oak and hickory. -On shallowaupland sails 

which b_order limestone ledges Quercus stellata and Junipe:rus virgin-

·iana predominate with a heavy shrub cover. Cornus florida ·and 

Juglans nigra prefer the m?re hydric·condition of the north aspects. 

The shallow "glade" areas support · Juniperus virginiana and 1;1hrubs, 

with a·wide variety of native herbaceous :plants. 
; 

·The precise area under consideration here is a "point" whp:b:h 

provides three forested slopes. It is assumed that the microclimate 

of the three slopes varies. These variations are reflected in the 

·plant--c-emmunities -supported by each. Beccause s.pecies -differ :.geneti-

call,y, they exist where they ·are found: 1.:>e.caus.e,-.eJ\l:ch;has certain es sen-

tial requirements. Each species has a definite potential for growth 

within a limited range of tolei:-ance to environmental conditions and 

. each has -a un-i,que capacity for utiliz-ing the availa:Ple resources of 

the community in which it exists. Because the various elements of the 

physical environment vary from place to place and because plants vary 

in their innate ability to utilize these varying elements, we-may 

expe~t diverse popula.tion1:1 within a relatively small are. Interaction 

-of the plant members of the community with each other as well as with 

other biota.exerts a;n influence on the stand of a particular species 

5Botanical nomenclature will follow that of Steyerma.rk, Julian A., 
The Flora of Missouri, The Iowa State Univ. Press. 1963. 



within the connnunity. 

Three factors of the physical environment are considered here as 

exerting the controlling influence upon the flora of the area. These 

are: (1) climatic, (2) edaphic and (3) topographic. Plants respond to 

a complex of environmental factors impinging upon them simultaneously 

and it is difficult to segregate particular factors as causing acer

tain response. Consequently, the total influence of all factors is of 

paramount concern. 



CHAPTER III 

METHODS AND MATERIALS 

Selection of Sites 

As a prerequisite to precise investigation of the Peckout Hollow 

ecosite a general observation of the area was begun in the spring of 

1964 and continued through 1966. Regular trips to the area at about 

one~month intervals were made throughout the growing seasons to become 

ai.cqua.inted with the area, its topography, and·general floristic com

positional changes throughout the year, and to generc1lly "get ·the 

feel" of the area. 

l.n the Peckout Hollow area three rectangular microsites, each· 

approximately 425 feet by 500 feet, were delineated. One in a repre

sentative area on each of three slopes, a south facing, a west facing 

and a north facing aspect. The positioning of each microsite in an 

area representative of the total aspect was facilitated by use of. 

aerial photographs of the area. 

After specific parameters had been decided upon, appropriate 

instruments for measuring them were assembled from a variety of supply 

companies. The need for recording equipment in the immediate area 

was suggested by Rosenbery (1964) as information concerning climatic 

conditions from a U, s. Weather Bureau, however close, is not neces

sarily representative of the area. The nearest weather station is 

fifty miles from Peckout Hollow. Instruments used in the final 

24 
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F i eur e l :. . Peckout I-tallow. View from Horth Aspect. 
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Fi3ure 5. ::?eckout Hollm·1. View from South Aspect. 
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a"Q.alys:i,s we.re chosen for their reliability and accuracy. Limited 

funds.prohibited use of more pieces of equipment -as well as some.more. 

sensitive, and expensive, instruments. 

Each recording statioll, with an ins.trument shelter as the center, 

was equipped with instruments fo_r measuring and recording air· temper

atures, relative humidity, soil temperatures, and rate of evaporation. 

Soil. samples, for determining percent of soil moisture at 0-6 inches 

and 6-12 inches below surface, were also collected weeltly. 

Field Vegetational Measurement 

A knowledge of the specific plants and their abundanpe.was.a pre..,. 

requisite to analysis of the vegetation at each site. Inasmuch as the 

area is relatively large and a wide variety of different _species is 

present, a statistically r.eliable sampling procedure was imperative. 

General observation of the area over the previous three-year 

period (1964-1966) led to the conclusion that: the floral stands on 

each of .the slopes were generally uniform. The western aspect may 

have been the one exception as it _possibly constitutes a transition-· 

zone between the north and the south slopes. 

Determini'Q.g the size of the microsite to be samples was. a problem. 

Kershaw (1964) states that each case must be decided independently and 

considered against the amount of sampling involved to reach a certain 

level of accuracy, Trial sampling runs, using the Bitterlick~angle. 

gauge, were undertaken .on each microsite at different seasons, Each 

sample consisted of at least twenty-four points but the first sample 

was concentrated within a quadrat of approximately 380 feet by 460 

feet. The other sample consisted of 26 points which circumscribed 
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the first. A close correlation of dominant species was presented. 

From this evidence it was decided that each sampling plot should be 

approximately five acres in size as this would include most of the 

area between the top of the ridge and the bottom of the .ravine in.a 

vertical belt approximately 500 feet wide. Un~formity and density of. 

the vegetation within this area would be representative of the entire 

slope. The recording stations, when installed, were.located near the 

center of each of these. sampling plots; 

The overstory was sampled using the Bitterlick-arms-length 

rectangle method. Grosenbaugh (1952) and Rice and Pen~ound (1955) 

described this procedure as being very effective. It incorporates the 

best features of two sampling methods into one·and was found to be 

very practical for the needs of this study.· The sampling plot on each 

aspect included an area approximately 425 feet by 500 feet with 48 

sightings·(points) with the angle gauge and 48 arms length rectangles. 

Basal area was determined by using the angle gauge, frequency and 

density from the arms length rectangles. The information obtained 

from the sampling was thet). used to calculate.the following. 

Basal·Area 

Basal area, or number of square feet per acre, is determined by. 

dividing .the number of hits by the number of points and then multi

plyi-ng by 10. The Bitterlick is based upon 0.1 acre quadrats. 

Density 

Density, or number of trees per acre, is determined by dividing 

the number of hi.ts in all quadrats by the total number of quadrats and 



Figure 6. Sampling :Jverstory Using the Bitterlick
Angle Sauge. 
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multiplying by 100. All frequency and density calculations involving 

measurement from the arms length rectangle ar.e multiplied by 100 as it 

is based upon 0.01 acre.quadrats. 

Frequency 

Frequeqcy,is determined by dividing the total number of quadrats· 

into the number of quadrats in which .each species occurs and multiply~ 

ing by 100. 

Relative Basal Area 

Basal area for a species divided by the .total basal area multi

plied by 100 produces.a figure representative of the relative basal 

area. 

Relative Density 

To determine relative density the species density is divided by 

the total density .and multiplied by 100. 

Relative Frequency 

Spe~ies frequency divided by total frequency multipli~d by.100 

represents the ,relative frequency. 

Importance.Value 

The importance value is determined by the s'l,lllllllation of relative 

basal area+ relative density +.relative frequency. An importance 

value of 75 or higher indicates.a dominant species (Rice 1965). 

Those plan~s which constitute the understory~~saplings .less than 
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three inches DBH, shade tolerant·low-growing trees anc;l shrubby peren-

-nials--were sampled using the point-centered quarter method. Origi-

nally devised by Curtis and Cottam (1956) for woodlands sampling _and 

modified by Dix (1961) for use in grassland sampling, this procedure 

proved effective here. 

In preparation for sampling, a point-centered quarter was 

fashioned from a three ·foot steel shaft of half inch diameter. -One 

end was bent to form a handle, the other sharpened to a point. Four 

inches above the point two metal fins, each 8 inches long, were welded 

at their mid-points to the shaft at right angles to each other. The 

fins served as guides when dividing the area around the shaft into 

quadrants. 

· Sampling vegetation by using this method, as with the Bi,tterlick-

arms length rectangle, is random but systematic in that a starting 

point is established before going into the area and the interval and 

path of sampling is predetermined. By following this procedure and 

using a notch in the boot of the operator to guide the shaft into the 

·ground, random sampling is achieved. -Each tittle the shaft is set the i 

;area around it is divided by imaginary lines into four quadrants. T~e 
\ .. 
i 

species of plant nearest the shaft in each quadrant is recorded and , 

the distance from the shaft is measured to the nearest centimeter. 

From these measurements, the following information can be calculated. 

Distance 

_Distance represents the sum of measurements for ·all species. 



Ii'igure 7. Sampling Overstory Using the Arms Length 
P.ec t angle. 
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Mean Distance 

The sum of distances divided by the total number of measurements 

provides a figure representative of the mean distance, 

The mean area is the square of the mean distance. 

Total Density 

Total density or the number of plants per square meter is deter

mined.by dividing the unit area by the mean area. 

Relative Density 

The number of occu"J;"rences of a species divided by the·total num

ber of .measurements·multiplied by 100 produces a percentage which is 

a figure representative of the relative density, 

Absolute Density 

Absolute density is determined by·multiplying the total density 

by the relative density. 

Frequency 

To determine frequency the number of quadrats in which the 

species occurred is divided by the total number of ·quadrats and then 

multiplied by 100 to convert to a percentage. 
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Relative Frequency 

The frequepcy of species divided by the total frequency and 

multiplied by 100 is equal to the percent relative frequency. 

Environmental and Pqysiographic Records 

Slope Measurement 

The·angle of slope of each aspect was.measured by using an Abney 

level consi,sting of a large protractor mounted on a wooqen frame with 

a weighted line attached to the frame at the mid-point of the base ·of 

the protractor. In measuring the angle of slope the Abney level was 

held parallel to the general slope of the terrain as determined by an 

associate standing some distance from the operator. The angle of 

slope is then determined by ·the angle formed where the line falls 

across the protractor and the perpendicular to the slope. Forty read-

ings wer~ taken in each area by walking a pre-determined path with the 

instrument shelter serving as the center of the quadrat. The readings 

wer~ then averaged to produce ·one figure representative of the general 

area. Measurements were undertaken during the winter months so that 

' visual sightings would not be obstructed by foliage. 

Microclimatic Measurement 

Precipitation 

A single rain guage was in"stalled for measuring precipitation .. 

. A standard rain and snow gauge of the U.S. Weather Bureau type was 

centrally located between the three microsites. This instrument was 

the·eight inch non-recording type. Care was ex~rcised during 
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installation to insure an open area unobstructed by vegetation. 

Instrument Shelters 

The center of .each sampling ·plot was indicated with the establish-

ment of an instrument shelter of the standard climatological station 

type used by the Weather Bureau. Installation of each shelter was in 

a site ·representative of the surrounding area. -Some leveling was 

necessary although in choosing the sites care was taken to select a 

relatively level clearing which would provide an unobstructed flow of 

air but was still in keeping _with the representative terrain. The 

shelters were so placed that the door opened to the north as apre-

caution against the sun shining: ;directly., on the instruments :within. 

when readings were being taken and re-setting was ·accomplished, A 

hygrothermograph and one set pf maximum~minimum thermometers,_ 

described below, were placed in each shelter. 

Air Temperature Thermometers 

The-air thermometers, both maximum and minimum, were·of the 

liquid in glass type -and mounted in a Townsend .support which facili-

tated reading and resetting to the current temperature at th_e time of 

observation. 

Hygrothermograph 

. . : 

A hygrothermograph was housed by eacl\ instrument sheiter for the 

purpose of measuring and recording ·relative humidity as well.as air 

temperatures. These instruments, obtained from Bacharach Industrial 

Instrument Company, were ·equipped with a humidity ·sensitive diaghragm 



Figure 8 . Instrument Shelter in Field Recording Site. 
Atmometer Bulb with Protective Fence in 
Foreground. 



Figure 9. Hygrothermograph Used in Instrument Shelters 
a t each ~ecording Site. 
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Figure 10 . Open Ins trument Shelter Showing· Position of 
Hygrothermograph and Maximum-Hinimum 
Thermome t ers, 

30 
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for humidity measurement ·and a temperature sensitive element of the 

cantilever bimetallic type ·for measuring temperature. The models used 

were provided with a seven day clock-work drive which turned a chart 

drum on which weekly charts were-maintained and humidity and tempera

ture readings were ·recorded. 

Soil Temperature Thermometers 

For measuring soil temperatures·a dial-type maxi,mum-minimum 

thermometer supplied by Science Associates (model number 1178) was 

installed at each recording site. 'l'his model is equipped with a 

mercury-activated temperature sensitive bulb on a five-foot flexible 

capillary. The procedure for installing the soil thermometer neces

sit~ted caution so that the sensing element would be located in and 

under undisturbed soil. The sensing element was placed in close con

tact with the ambient soil, without the presence of insulating air 

spaces and without artificial channels for entry of water. 

Evaporimeters 

For measuring the rate of evaporation, standardized, iyhite, 

porous-porcelain atmometer spj:leres five centimeters in diameter were 

used. The outer surface of these spheres is ground smooth and the 

neck water-proofed on the outside. Each piece bears, on the water-

proofed part,. a serial number and its coefficient of correction. 

Each atmometer bulb was mounted in a one-liter voiumetric flask 

which served as the reservoir (see Figure 12). The supply tube ·was 

a straight glass tube approximately 30 cm long with an internal diam

·eter of 6 nnn. This tube was inserted through a cylindrical cork which 



Figure 11. 1-iaximum-Hinimum Soil Thermometer Installed 
in 2rotective Container. 

l~O 



Figure J.2. f,. tmometer Set-up and L;.eservoir 
Used at Recordin'-!: Sites. 

l:- 1 
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was held by the neck of the flask. The supply tube was fitted with 

a .Livingston-.Thone (Thone 1924) valve attached to its lower end. This 

valve, which .is designed to prevent downward movement of water through 

the supply tube was deemed necessary because of the anticipated pre-

cipitation in the-study area. As water is withdrawn from the reser--

voir it is necessary that a vent allow entrance of air. This is accom-

plished by inserting a small J-.shaped copper tube through the cork. 
; 

In final assemblage of the apparatus the cork, when set tightly, pro-

jected far enough above the neck of the flask to furnish a firm finger 

hold. The one-liter mark on the neck of the-flask was used as ·a zero 

mark when refilling the reservoir. As a convenient aid in refilling 

the reservoir and, at the same time, measuring the amount of water 

evaporated, a burette (dispensing type with stopcock) was used. 

_.,_ Prior to field installation all atmometers were· soaked in dis-

tilled water for several days. Field installation of atmometers, as 

was true for all instruments, was undertaken one month prior to the 

beginning of the recording period so as to check out the pieces for 

proper functioning. 

One atnometer set-up was installed at each of the three record-

ing sites. Care was exercised in the installation of each ~o set the 

reservoir in the soil at such a depth that the atmometer bulb was 

approximately twelve inches above the surface of the soil. A triangu-

lar guard fence of chicken wire was installed around each with the 

bulb centered no closer than two feet from any part of the fence. The 

fence served to protect the atmomete~s from animals that might inad-

vertantly step on them. 

As a precaution against breakage due to expansion of water upon 



Fi.~ttz-e 13 . :·~:e ~· fi: lin3 tl1e A.t:1t1ome ter ·~~ece:r
voir Usin3 a '~aduated Durette 

i:.J 
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freezin~, a device described by Livingston and Hassis (1929) was 

employe~. This consisted essentially of inserting a soft rubber tube, 

closed. at both ends, inside the atmometer bulb. This afforded a 

"hollow space" which absorbed the expansion and prevented breakage 

upon several occasions of unexpected freezing temperatures. 

As was suggested by Livingston (1935) the growth of algae on the 

bulbs was inhibited by treatment with a dilute solution of mercuric

chloride. The treatment -wa~ employed only when observation of algae 

growth deemed it necessary. 

According to Livingston (1935) t:'estandardization of instruments 

at regular intervals is a good practice. The need depending upon 

inherent; conditions of each individual site which would affect the 

time interval in which accurate measurement could be expected. Due to 

a limited number of atmometer bulbs and·the need to replace·bulbs 

after a period of extended use, a standardizing ·apparatus was .. ,:.,: 

necessary. This device,.of _the rotatip.g table type s:tm1ili!l~ t;g t;hat 

described by Nichol(l913), was constructed .and used to insure a supply 

of standardized bulbs. 

Soil Moisture 

The percentage of moisture in the soil was determined at 0-6 inch 

depths and at 6-12 inch depths on ·each microsite. The procedure, as 

described by Weaver -and Clements (1938), is ·as follows. 

Samples of soil were removed with a soil auger at1d transferred 

.i.ramediately to air.tight.glass containers. The soiLaµger was found 

to be more practical than the geotome due to the rock content of the 

soil. These samples were then returned to the laboratory where they 
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. were weighed, dried in an oven at 80°c for 48 hours (or longer), 

re-weighed and the moisture content computed by the following formula: 

wet weight of soil+ can - dry weight of soil+ can x 100 = percent. 
dry weight of soil+ can - can weight 



CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Thirty-three different species of trees constituting the over

story were identified in the study area. Not all species, however, 

were recorded on all three slopes. Based upon their importance value 

(i.v.) only three species were significant enough to be considered 

dominants according to Rice (1965), i.e., with an importance value of 

75 or more. These three dominant species were present in varying 

density and frequency on each of the three different aspects. Quercus 

velutina with an i. v. of 95 was the dominant species on the south 

aspect and Quercus stellata, i. v., 75, and Quercus alba, i. v., 97, 

were dominant on the west and north aspects respectively (all figures 

used herein are rounded to the nearest whole number for clarity.) 

The understory, which included saplings of less than three inches 

DBH, shade tolerant trees, and shrubs, was comprised of thirty-three 

species. Dominant species on the three aspects--as indicated by a 

relative frequency of 10% c;,r more- .... included Ulmus alata,.Rosa 

setigera, Quercus alba, Quercus velutina _and Cornus florida. Only two 

of these, Quercus alba and Quercus velutina were dominants on all 

three aspects. 

Precipitation for the growing season, April 1 to November 1, was 

25 inches with approximately 60% occurring during the latter half of 

the growing season. Relative humidity ranged from a low of 12% on the 

46 
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south aspect~ to a fairly consistent high of 100% on the north aspect! 

This consistently high relative humidity record may be questioned: 

The hygrothermographs were calibrated by the supplier to read acc4-.:. : 

rately (± 3%) within the range of 15% to 95% relative humidity, The 

possibility of error in the readi,ng over 95%, the micr;oclimatic con-

ditions found in the north aspect; and the density of the vegetation 

would tend to support this record. The mean low relative humidity on 

all .aspects was 34% and the mean high was 96%. The minimum air tern-

0 perature recorded on .all aspects was 16 F. The mean minimum tempera-

ture was 40°F. 0 The maximum air temperature on all aspects was 97 F 

with a mean high of 85°F, Soil temperature rang~d fr.om a· low of :40°F, 

0 on the north aspect to 87 Fon the·south. Mean low·and high :l;or ·all 

.aspects was 59°F and 71°F, respectively. All temperature readings 

were taken to the nearest whoie number. According to Pla.tt and 

Griffiths (1964), "in order to know the temperature of something the 

sensitive element of the.measuring device·shoulc;l have exactly the same 

, thermal properties. . Since this is rarely, if ever, the case, approxi-

mations are made. Consequently, it is useless to attempt to take 

measurements to a senseless degree·of·accuracy. A reading ·to the near-

est whole degree will suffice because the microfluctuation of air 

temperatures are almost continuously of that order of magnitude." As 

this is ·undoubtedly true in other climatic measurement all readings 

are rounded to the nearest whole numbe'll'. 

Evaporation rates were greatest on the south aspect with a maxi-

mum of 187 ml for the week of April 26 to May 3 and lowest on the 

north with the minimum loss for any one-week recording period being 

2'3 ml. Soil moisture at the 0-6 inch depth ranged from a minimal 7% 
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to a maximum of 48% and at the 6-.12 inch depth from 9% to 53%. 

Soils in all three study areas included Clarksville, Fullerton, 

and Gasconade. No attempt was made to confine ·the vegetational samp

ling plots to any particular soil series. The sampling procedure, due 

to the·systematic randol1ll.1ess of it, cut-across boundaries of all three 

·soil types. 

South Aspect 

Analysis of overstory 

The overstory on the south aspect ·was dominated by Quercus 

velutina with a very significant i. v. of 95 (Table II) and a relative 

basal.area of 17%, relative frequency of 36% .. and relative density of 

42% (Table III). Second in importance value was Quercus stellata with 

an · i. v. of 58. Next· in order of abundance were · Quercus alba, . i. v. 

37, Carya ovata, i. v. 19, and Pinus echinata, i. v. 19. Relative 

basal area, relative frequency and relative density are indicated in 

Table Ill. Carya ovata and Pinus echinata were the only species other 

than oaks that were significant on the south aspect. Carya ovata 

ranked third in the frequency analysis and Pinus echinata .ranked third 

for basal area. With the exception of Ulmus Thomasi, i, v. 11, all 

other fifteen species recorded on the south aspect were of rare occur

rence with an i. v. c,f less than 10. 

Analysis of understory 

The .understory vegetation of the south aspect was dominated by Rosa 

setigera, Ulmus alata, Quercus alba, Quercus velutina, Crataegus spp., 



TABLE II 

OVERSTORY VEGETAT!ONAL ANALYSIS 
IMPORTANCE VALUES 

South West 
Species Aspect Aspect 

Acer rubrum 
Acer saccharum t 9.7 
Aesculus glabra 4.4 
Bumelia lanµginosa t 
Carya cordiformis 2.6 t 
Cary a glabra t 1.2 
Cary a laciniosa 
Carya ova ta 19.0 19.7 
Cary a texana 
Cary a tomentosa t 2.0 
Cornus florida 8.1 8.9 
Fraxinus americana 4. 7 2.4 
Fraxinus penn~ylvanica 4.0 
Juglans nigra 7.6 17.9 
Juniperus virginiana 6.8 22.3 
Ostrya virginiana 3.6 
Pi nus echinata 18.8 t 
Pru nus spp. 
Quercus alba 3 7 .4 50.0 
Que re us coccinea 1.3 
Quercus marilandica 5.9 4.4 
Que re us Muhlenberg ii 2.1 17.0 
Quercus palustris 3.8 
Quercus rubra 7.3 
Quercus Shumard ii 
Quercus stellata 57.5 75.2 
Quercus velutina 94. 7 38.1 
Sassafras albidum 5.1 
Tilia floridana 
Ulmus ala ta t 11.3 
Ulm.us americana 4.3 
Ulmus fulva t 
Ulm.us Thomasi 11.1 5.6 
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North 
Aspect 

1.6 
4 .1 

8.9 
2.9 

t 
5.0 
3.7 
3.3 

51.9 
1.2 
5.4 
7.7 

2.9 
97.1 

3.3 

t 
37.7 

t 
2. 9 

46.4 
t 

3.3 

3.7 

3.7 



TABLE III 

COMPARISON OF DOMINANT SPECIES 

Dominant Species of I 
Relative Basal Area% Relative Frequency % Relative Density% 

Overstorv south west n.orth south west north south west north 

Cornus florida I .4 1.6 9.0 4.5 3.9 21.2 3.2 3.5 21.6 

Carya ovata 2.1 5.2 2.1 8.9 7.7 1.6 8.1 6.9 1.3 

Juniperus virginiana 1.3 6.0 2.2 7.7 3.2 8.6 

Juglans nigra 3.2 1.6 2.9 2.2 7.7 2.7 2.2 8.6 2.1 

Pinus echinata 7.3 .4 6.7 4.8 

Quercus alba 25.8 22.7 39.l 6.7 13.5 27.5 4.8 13. 8 5-0. 5 

Quercus Kuhlenbergii 2.1 4.4 5.8 6.9 

Quercus rubra 3.5 13.2 2.2 13.l 1.6 11.4 

Quercus stellata 25.8 37.0 15.6 19.2 1.6 16.1 19.0 1.3 

Quercus velutina 17.2 1.2 13.6 35.6 15.4 16.3 41.9 15.5 16.5 

Ulmus Thomasi 3.5 2.0 .8 4.5 1. 9 1.6 3.2 1. 7 1.3 

Vl 
0 
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Juniper-us virginiana, Rubus spp., and Vaccinum vacillans (Tables IV 

and V). The two most abundant species as determined by relative fre

quency and relative density were Ulmus alata and Rosa setigera. Al

though Rosa setigera occurred frequently it actually ·accounted for very 

little cover-, These plants were generally small and often found in any 

open spaces otherwise occupied by herhaceotis dicots and grasses .• 

The relative frequency of both Ulmus alata and B£!! setigera on 

. j::his slope, as well as on the west, and its absence on the north is 

indicative of their preference. for the more :l!;eric conditions associated 

with openness of the overstory on the south l:l,nd west aspects. 

Sapling Quercus velutina and Quercus·alba were of secondary 

importance as understory species, each with a relative frequency of 

10%. Both of these species appeared as overstory dominants on the 

south aspect. Juniperus virginiana and Crataegus EIP.P• are both less• 

important species with a relative frequency of 6%. 

West Aspect 

Analysis of Overstory 

The west aspect is probably a transitional zone, between the 

· south and the north aspects, with a wider range of microclimat.ic condi

tions. Ass,uming- this is true, it follows that this transitional zone 

may then exhibit vegetational characteristics of both south and north 

aspects, Possibly some species, not prevalent on either of the other 

slopes, may be found on the west aspect. This was precisely the 

case. If .an observer should walk in irt arc around this terminal 

point of ;F'lyblow Ridge from south to north he ·would indeed discover a 



TABLE IV 

RELATIVE FREQUENCY OF UNDERSTORY VEGETATION 

Species 
South 
Aspect 

Acer rubrum 
Acer saccharum 
Amelanchier canadensis 
Carya ovata 
Carya tomentosa 
Cerois canadensis 
Cornus florida 
Corylus americana 
Crataegus spp. 
Diospyros virginiana 
Fraxinus americana 
Juniperus virginiana 
Nyssa sylvatica 
Quercus alba 
Quercus marilandica 
Quercus Muhlenbergii 
Quercus stellata 
Quercus velutina 
Parthenocissus quinquefoloa 
Pinus echinata 
Rhus aromatica 
Rhus glabra 
Rosa setigera 
Rufuus spp. 
Sassafras albidum 
Smilax hispida 
Symphoricarpos orbiculatus 
Toxicondendron radicans 
Ulmus alata 
Ulmus Thomasi 
Vaccinium stamineum 
Vaccinium vacillans 
Vitis cordifolia 

% 

4.2 

2.8 

5.6 

5.6 

9.9 

1.4 
2.8 
9.9 
2.8 

1.4 
1.4 

11.3 
4.2 
1.4 

1.4 
2.8 

14.1 

4.2 
4.2 
4.2 

West 
Aspect 

% 

5.6 
1.4 
5.6 
1.4 
1.4 

2.8 
1.4 
1.4 

5.6 
1.4 
5.6 
1.4 
2.8 
4.2 
9.7 

1.4 
8.3 

11.1 

1.4 

1.4 
11.1 

9.7 
1.4 

2.8 

North 
Aspect 

% 
5.5 

4.1 
4.1 

11.2 
6.8 

2.7 
5.5 
1.6 

20.6 

9.6 
1.6 

1.6 
8.2 
1.6 
2.7 
2.7 

1.6 
6.8 

2.7 
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TABLE V 

RELATIVE DENSITY OF UNDERSTORY VEGETATION 

:Species 
s.outh 
Aspect 

Acer rubr-um 
Acer saccharum 
.Amelanchier canadensis 
Cary.a ovata 
Carya · tomentosa 
Cercis canadensis 
Cornus florida 
Corylus americana 
Crataegus spp. 
Diospyros virginiana 
Fraxinus amer~cana 
Juniperus virginiana 
Nyssa sylvatica 
Quercus alba 
Quercus marilandica 
Quercus Muhlenbergii 
Quercus stellata 
Quercus velutina 
Parthenocissus quinquefolia 
.Pinus echinata 
Rhus aro~tica 
Rhus glabra 
Rosa setigera 
Rubus spp. 
Sassafras albidum 
Smilax: hispida 
Symphoricarpos orbiculatus 
Toxicondendron radicans 
Ulmus ala.ta 
Ulmus Thomasi 
Vaccinium stamineum 
Vaccini'!Jm vacillans 
Vitis cordifolia 

% 

3.1 

4.2 

4.2 

11.5 

1.0 
2,1 
8.3 
4.2 

1.0 
]..0 

13.5 
6.3 
1.0 

1.0 
2.1 

10.4 

7.3 
7.3 
3.1 

West 
Aspect 

% 

5.2 
LO 
5.2 
LO 
1.0 

2.1 
1.0 
1,0 

6.3 
1.0 
4.2 
1.0 
2.1 
4 .1 
7,3 

1.0 
10.4 

16,7 

.1.0 

2.1 
12.5 
10.4 
1.0 

2.1 

North 
Aspect 

% 
5.2 

3.1 
3.1 

12.5 
6.3 

.2 .1 
3.1 
1.0 

22.9 

8,3 
1.0 

3.1 
8.3 
1.0 
4.2 
2.1 

3.1 
7.3 

2.1 
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gradual transition in microclimatic conditions andvegetation--a 

transition that would include, within the west aspect, an area much 

like the south,, a ·uniquely west microenvironment, and .an area much 

like the north as pee t J 

The west aspect included Quercus !tellata with an i. v. of 75, 

relative basal .area of 37%, relative· frequency of 19%, and relat:i,.ve 

density of 19%. Quercus ·stellata was by far the dominant tree on the 

west aspect. -Of secondary importance was Quercus -~ with an i. v. 

of 50, followed by Quercus ve lutina with an i. v. of 38. . Of somewhat 

lesser importance but significant wasJuniperus virginiana with an im-

portance value of 22, This species was not encountered on the north. 

aspect and was insignificant (i. · v. 7) on the ·south. Three other 

species of moderate significance were Carya ovata, i. v. 20, Juglans 

nigra, i, v. 18, and Quercus Muhlenbergii, i, v. 17. Species tolerant 

of more·xeric conditions were more abundant on this aspect because of 

the -uniqueness of some areas of the western exposure. These -areas~ 

obviously much .more xeric than any of the others, are not identified 

by the climatological data because of the location of the record;i.ng 

station. 

Analysis of-~ Understory 

Dominant plants of the understory included Rosa setigera and 

Ulmus alata, both with a relative frequency of 11%~ .Qf secondary 

importance were Quercus velutina and Ulmus Thomasi, both with a rela-

tive frequency of 10% and Rhus arQlllatica with 8% relative frequency • 

. Qf moderate importance were Juniperus virginiap.a, Carya ovata, Quercus 

' alba and Acer :saccharum all with a relative· frequency of 6%. Fifteen 



other species were noted but considered nti~or because of a relative 

frequency of less than 5%. 

North Aspect 

Analysis of ·Overstory 
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As will be evident from the microclimatological data, the north 

aspect provides for ·a-much more mesic environment·and consequently 

supports a vegetation quite unlike the south and west aspects. By far 

tl;le most important dominant tree of the north aspect was the wh;i..te oak, 

Quercu~ alba, with an i. v. of 97. This species was s~.rikingly signif

icant here as compared with its incidence on the west aspect, where it 

was calculated to have an i. v. of 50, and on the south aspect, where 

its importance value was 37, quercus alba was calculated to have a 

relative frequency of ·27%, a relat;ive density of 31% and a relative 

basal area of .39%. Of secondary importance was Cornus florida (an 

insignificant species on the other aspects) with an i. v. of 52, a 

relative frequency of 21%, a relative density of 22%, and a relative 

basal area of 9%. Also of secondary importance were Quercus velutina, 

i. v. 46, and .Quercus rubra, i. v. 38. Thirteen other species were 

encountered but were insignificant with individual importance values, 

of less than 10. 

Analysis of :Understory 

Dominant species of the-understory included sapling Quercus alba 

with a relative frequency of 21%, and Cornus florida with a relative 

frequency of 11%. Of _moderate importance were sapling Quercus_ 
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velutina with a relative frequency of 10% and.Sassafras albidum. 

with a relative frequency of 8%. . Vaccinium stami,neun and Corylus 

americana, each with a relative frequency of 7%, and Acer rubrum, with 

a relative frequency of 5%, were present·as minor species. Twelve 

other species were judged to be insignificant, each with a relative 

frequency of less than 5%. 

Corr~lation 

Sampling a plant community is based in part on the assumption :. 

that there w~ll be some degree of association or correlation between 

the various species present as well as between the species and the 
. . 

·environmental factors, both microclimatic and edaphic. 

An important factor concerning the structure-of a plant community 

·is the relationship between the quantities of species present. An 

analysis of this factor attempts to show correlation between species 

comprising the piant communities of the three different aspects. A 

correlation coefficient based upon basal area (Table VI) and density 

(Table ·VII) values was calculated to note the level of correlation 

between all possible combinations of aspects. 

The correlations considered here include all species identified 

on all aspects although individual species may not be present on all 

three sites. This. should influence any interpretations of the cor-

relation,s. A simil.ar precaution concerns the importance of quadrat 

sizes. Quadrat size is important ·and should be considered. 



TABLE VI 

OVEI\STORY VEGETATIONAL ANALYSIS 
BASAL AREA 

South West 
Species i\spect . Aspect 

Acer rubrum 
Acer ·saccharum t 1.3 
Aesculus glabra t 
Bumelia lanuginosa ·t; 

Carya. cordif.ormis 1.3 t 
Carylll glab~a: t t 
Cary a lacini.osa 
Car ya ova ta 1.0 2. 7 · 
Cary a texana 
Cary a tomentosa t 1.0 
Cornus florida t t 
Fraxinu,i; ·americana t 1.3 
·Fraxinus pennsylvanica t 
Juglans nigra 1.0 t 
Juniperus vii;-g.iniana t 3.1 
dstrya virginiana t 
Pinus echinata 3.5 t 
Pru nus spp. 
Quercus alba l2.5 11.9 
Quercus coccinea t 
Quercu$ ·ma,ri~andica t' t 
Quercus Muhlenberg ii 1.0 2,3 
Que re us pal us tr is 
Que re us rubra 1. 7 
Que re us ·shumardii 
Que·rcus st~llata 12.5 19.4 
Quercus velutiIJ.a 8~3 3.8 
Sassafras albidum t 
Tilia floridana, 
Ulmus·alata t t 
Ulmus ·americana t 
Ulmus fulva .,. t 
Ulmus ThOI!lclSiL 1. 7 1.0 
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North 
Aspect 

t 
t 

2.1 
1.5 

t 
1.0 

t 
t 

4.6 
t 

1.3 
1.5 

t 
19.8 

t 

t 
6.7 

t 

6.9 
t 
t 

t 

t 



TAaLE VII 

OVERS'l'ORY VEGETATlON.AL ANALYSlS 
DEN~I'l'Y 

South West 
Species Aspect Aspect 

Acer rubrt.1m 
Acer saccharum 4.2 
Aesculus glabra 2.1 
Bumelia lanuginosa t 
Carya cordiformis 
Carya glabra t t 
Carya laciniQsa 
Cary a ova ta 10.4 8.3 
Cary a texana ... 
Carya tomentosa 
Cornus florida 4.2 4.2 
Fraxinus americana 2.1 
Fraxinus pennsylvanica 2.1 
Juglans nigra 2.1 10.4 
Juniperus virginiana 4.2 10.4 
Ostrya virginiana 2.1 
Pirms echinata 6.3 
Pn:mus spp. 
Quercus alba 6.3 16.7 
Quercus cpccinea t 
Que re us marilandica 4.2 2.1 
Que re us Muhlenbergii 8.3 
Que re us palustris 4.2 
Que re us rubra 2.1 
Quercus Shumard ii 
Que re us stellata 20.8 22.9 
Quercus velutina 54.2 18.8 
Sassafras albidum 2.1 
Tilia floridana -
Ulmu1:1 ala ta 6.3 
Ulmus americana 2.1 
Ulmus fulva t 
Ulmus Thoma.Si 4.2. 2 .• 1 
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North 
Aspect 

t 
2.1 

6.5 
t 
t 

2.1 
2.1 
2.1 

35.4 

2.1 
3.5 

2.1 
50.0 

2.1 

18.8 
t 

2.1 
27.1 

2.1 

2.1 

2.1 



TABLE VHl 

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR ASPECTS BASED UFON BASAL AREA 
AND DE~SITY VALUES OF ALL SfECIES ON EAC.H ASfECT l 

Aspects 

Wes~ versus NQrth 

South versus West 

North versus South 

Basal .Area 

0.41308 

0,89381 

0.65159 

Density 

0.45891 

0.68305 

o. 39138. 
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As indi,cated i,n Table. VIII, a .high degree of posit;ive ·correlation 

is evident between the south and west aspects, especially when using 

basal area as the criterion rather than density. Th.is would ~e·ex-

pected in·view of the ·fact that microclimate records reveal air temper-

ature, soil temperatures, rate o;f evaporation, a.nd the lower limit of 

relative humidity on these two slopes to be closely correlated. !neon-

·sistancy of soil moisture data is un4oubtedly due to unavoidable ·.error 

in positioning the recording·station .such that underlying bedrock and 

soil in a limited at"ea was .not characteristic of the ·\th.ale ·western 

aspect;. The .lowest con·elation valt,1e of 0.39138 between comm.unities of 

the north and th~·south aspects indicated the dissimilarity of species 

1 S~~decor, George W,, 1956. Statistical Methods. The Iowa State 
College Press, Am.es, Iowa. 



as a manifestation of the differences ;i.n microclimatic and edaphic :. 

factors. 

Two oaks~ Quercus velutina_and Quercus stellata, were the most 

abundant species on both south and west aspects. Quercus velutina 

was·most 0abundant on the·south slope with a density o;f 54 trees per 

acre and secondary on the ·west with a density of ie trees per acre. 
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A density of 27. as. ot1 the· north indJcates its',,:pl;'eferenc·e. Quercus 

stellata ranked second on tne south with 21 trees per acre but was the 

dominant species on the west with 23 trees per acre. The west and 

north aspects both included Quercus _velutinaand Quercus alba as dol!i

inants w;i.th the former being of:secondary importance on the west slope 

having.a density of 19 trees per acre. This species ranked third on 

the north aspect with·27 trees per acre. Qµera~s !.!E.!. was by far 

the most dominant species on the north with a density of.SO trees per. 

acre while it ranked third in line on the west with a density of 17 

trees per acre. The only dominant species which occurred on both south 

and north aspects was Quercus velutina which ranked first .in abundance 

on the south aspects with a density of 54 but only third on the north 

aspect with 27 trees per acre. 

-Basa1.al;'ea values substantiated the correlation between south and 

west but indicate more correlation between north and south in number of 

square feet per acre than between west and north aspects. 

"t" Test for Significance 

Just as we-assume some correlation between entities in·an.ecosys

tem so may ·we assume-a certain amount of error associated with any 

field observations or expe:t.imental results. The source of error lies 
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lies in the method of sampling and in natural variatio1;1:of living 

things. To test for significance of results standard er:i;-or was com

puted and a 11 t" test was 1,1sed to detetmine reliability of results 

(Steel and Torrie,:.1960), Density figures, obtained by a sampling 

procedure which employed the arms length rectangle were used in these 

calculations. The test for signifi,canc;:e was applied only to·Quercus 

alba, ,Quer.cus _velutina and Quercus stellata. Of the thirty-three 

species identified in the study area only these three were calcl).lated 

to have an importance value of 75 or more, consequently, these are 

considered dominants--as defined by Rice (1965). Based on the mean 

density of the three dominants of the entire area (three aspects), all 

slope exposures were found to be significantly different at the 1% 

level from each other (Table IX). 

A correlation can be detected between the· ''t" values and the 

abundance of each dqminant species. Generally, a larger "t" value 

indicates a more significant difference between the two aspects. 

The one obvious exception, Quercus alba on the south and west aspects, 

can be justified on the basis of the transitional zone of the west 

aspect. The sampling plot extended into the north aspect where 

Quercus alba is by far the dominant species. 

Analysis of the Microclimate 

Microcli,mati,c conditions on the south aspect represent a somewhat 

xeric environment in contract to the cond:Ltions which prevail on the 

north. The west represents a transitional region, which ifi some 

respects reflects the conditions of the south exposure and in others 

.is more nearly like the north. 



Aspect 

South 

West 

- .. - .. 

North 

-·-· - -· -·- - -·- -· . - -

TABLE IX 

SIGl',JTFICANCE FOR.VARIOUS ASPECTS SAMPLED BASED 
ON MEAN DENSTTY VALUE·OF QUERCUS ALBA, 
QUERCUS STELLA.TA AND QYERru.1&.VGI.~ 

Species Mean Importance Value Aspect 
± Standard Error Tested 

Quercus alba .0625 ± .25 North 

Quercus stellata .208 ± .544 North 

Quercus velutina .542 ± .921 North 

Quercus alba .167 ± .429 South 

Quercus stellata .229 ± .472 South 

Quercus velutina .188 ± .445 South 

Quercus alba .500 ± .875 West 

Quercus stellata ~ 021 ± .145 West 

Quercus velutina .354 ± .636 West 

*Significantly Different at 1% Level 

"t" Values 

3.339* 

2.280* 

1.167* 

14.718* 

.202* 

2.392* 

2.362* 

2.889* 

1.482* 

0\ 
N 
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Relative humidity on the south aspect ranged from a low of 12%, 

recorded November 1, to a high of 997. :i.,.n mid-August~ a period of abun

dant precipitation (Figure 14). · The rising and .falling of .the Lower " 

limits of the relative humidity range corresponded to periods of pre

cipitation (Figure 15) ~ The upper limits of relative humidity cor

related with precipitation generally but there was less fluctuation in 

favor of a rather consistant upper level of 90-95% relative humidity 

from late May throughout the remainder of the growing season (Figure 

16). 

Air temperatures were recorded at all stations by both ma~imum

minimum thermometers and a hyg;rothermograph. An average of the two 

readings was recorded. 

Air temperature I'anged from a low of 22°F. in late October to 

a high of 96°F. in mid-July. The weekly fluctuation of air tempera

tures produced a pattern of negative correlation with precipitation. 

Periods of precipitation were accompanied by decreased temperatures 

whereas higher temperatures accompanied dry periods. No e~tremes in 

air temperatures were recorded and no extended periods of unusually 

high or low temperatures were: .noted. Minimum temperatures consistently 

inc:reased (with weekly flue tuation) from a low of 23°F. in early April 

to a high of 65°F. 1:>y mid-August. This was followed by consistantly 

decreasing temperatures (with weekJy fluctuations) to a low of 22°F. by 

early November (Figure 17). Maximum temperatures were more consistant, 

ranging from 77°F. to 96°F. with greater fluctuation in the first and 

last eight weeks and fairly even temperature during mid-season (Figure 

18). 

Soil temperatures, both maximu)ll and mini)llum, paralleled very 
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closely their respect;ive counterpart in maximuin and minimum air temper-

·ature, 0 Minimum soil temperature on the south aspect was 47 F. recorded 

at the onset of the growing season. Fluctuations in highs ·and lows 

paralleled those of the air, all re~dings being approximately 20°F. 

higher than air temperature$ for any respective date. Minimum soil 

temperatures increased constantly (with weekly fluctuatj.ons), coinci-. 

ding with air temperatures, until late August at which time a downward 

trend was continuous to the end of the growing season (Figure 19). 

Maximum soil temperatures, to9, clos~ly paralleled their counter-

part in air t~mperature (Ftgure 20). Again, a close correlation was 

observed between the two but with only approximately ten degrees dif-

ference, the air temperature being higher. No extreme temperatures 

were recordec;l and no given temperature readin~s were observed over an 

extended period pf time. 

Percent of soil moisture at the 0-6 inch depth ranged from a low 

of 8% in mid-September to a high of 37% .in late ~ay (Figure Zl). There 

appears to he some degree of correlation between percent of soil µtois-

ture and precipitation, especially in the later half of the growing 

season. The early part of the season shows some high readings for per-. 

cent of moisture but little precipitation. This could be an. error ex-

plainable only in terms of the collecting technique and the underlying. 

bedrock. Soil samples could not be collected in the same place each 

time. This necessitated collecting in a variety of places on each 

aspect. Underlying bedrock and soil conditions may have favored water 

retention·in some areas a,nd not in others. 

Soil -moisture at the 6-12 inch depth is likewise somewhat incon-

sistent with precipitation values for the early half of the growing 
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s~ason. A range of .12% to 49% was recorded (Figure 22). l'here seems 

·to be some correlation between the percent soil moisture at the two 

leve.ls with moistuie at the 6-12 inch depth being almost always a 

higher percentage by an average of 8.5%. 

the rate ·of evaporation as determ:i.ned by use of the Livingston . 
. · . 

'· 
atniometers ·provided data wh;ich indicated a relatively high rate of 

I ' 

evaporation early in the ·season (F~gure ·2.3). A reading of 130 ml of 

water evaporated the ·first week in April increased to 159 ml by mid..; 

April, f.all.ing briefly in late: April and then showing :a significant 

rise in early May. ·This woµld be expected because of the lack .of abun

dant moist.ure early in April an<;l May, For the remainder of the season 

evaporation rates fluctuated betweei;t 45 ml and 85 ml with a significant 

rise to 98.8 ml on October.5.and another significant rise dqring .late 

October, There -was ·a very close negative correlation between precipi,-

ta,tion ati.d rate of evaporation throughout the growing 1:1eason. ·In"' 

creased .precipitation was consistently followed by ·a period of low 

· evaporation.. · Negative correlation was also seen between relative . 

humidity :and evaporation rate., A striking correlation was obvious dur·-

ing early season, Relative humidity fluctuated rather widely and a 

corresponding negative ·effect was evident in the evapo'X'.·ation rat;e. 

After June 1, relative humidity seemed more stabilized at; a rather high 

level (90-96% for upper limit). During this same period the rate of 

evaporatton seemed more stable and at a lower level (40 .. 80 ml). 

· Relative h1,llllidity seemed to be of primary importance in deter-

mining ra,te .· of ev1;1poration. Air temperatures were not significant. 

Relatively low maximum air temperatures in early· se.ason occurred at a 

time of high evaporation .. Consistantly high maximum air temperatures 
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of sunnner and fall coincide with a long period of minimal evaporation. 

Just as correlation between plant connnunities on different aspects 

is valuable information, so also is the level of correlation between 

various microenvironmental factors on different sites. This informa~ 

tion should aid in the attempt to recognize the parameters which, theo

retically, comprise the limiting factors which control plant distri

bution. 

Using the microclimatic data available from this study a coeffic

ient (Table X) was calculated to compare the level of correlation be

tween each of the parameters on the three aspects. 

The level of correlation of microclimatic factors between the 

south and west aspects is generally high for all parameters. This is 

indicative of the similarity between the south and west aspects. Three 

exceptions are noted, one of which is the percent of moisture in the 

soil. This one factor is significantly contrary to all other data in 

that there is less correlation between south and west aspects than 

between any other two combinations. As mentioned previously, these 

unexpected results are thought to be due to topographic and/or edaphic 

conditions. Perhaps a concavity in the underlying bedrock acts as a 

vessel to collect and retain gravitational water whereas sloping under

lying bedrock in adjacent areas tends to shed water, 

Considering soil moisture at both collecting levels there is a 

relatively higher degree of correlation between south and north aspects 

and a low degree of correlation when either south or north aspect is 

correlated with the west aspect. This would tend to support the idea 

that soil moisture data from the west aspect is peculiar. 

Another exception to the higher correlation between south and 



TABLE X 

CORRELAllON COEFFIClENTS FOR ASPECTS 
BASED UPON MICROCLIMATIC .,DATA· .. 

Microclimatic Para~ter Aspects Compared 
west/nort.h south/west·. 

Evaporat;ion Rate 0.93437 o. 94203 

Relative Humidity, 
Lower Limit· Q.74563 o. 93833 ·. 

Relative Humidity, 
upper::Limit ·: -0.08481 0.56569 

Average Minimum Air 
Temperature 0.97994 0,97803 

Average Maximum Air 
Temperature 0.78880 0, 87744 

Av~rage Minimum Soil 
Temperat\,lre 0.98226 0.98416 

Average Maximum Soil 
Temperature 0.95685 0.85920 

Percent Soil Moisture 
0-6 Inches 0.34257 0.27546 

Per~ent Soil Moisture 
6 .. 12 Inches 0.16993 0.15306 

77 

south/riorth 

0.89229 

0.82328 

O. U822 

o. 98402 

0.81117 

0.96415 

0.87315 

0.42979 

0.44600 
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:west aspects is the maximum soil temperature. Here the correlation 

coefficient of 0.95685, for west versus north, is substantially higher 

than that for the south versus west slopes (0.85920) wh;i.ch represents 

the lowest of the three possible coml;>ination. As is evident from the 

date (see Figure 20), north and west aspects revealed maximum soil tem

peratures which parallel one another and are considerably less than 

(approximately 8-10°1;.) corresppnding ·temperatQres on ther'.south .expos-, 

ure. Unusually high soil moisture, as noted previously, and its sub

sequent evaporation would provide a cooling effect which would account 

for this. 

A third exception is noted in the minimum air temperature where 

the greater correlation is seen between north and south aspects, cor

relation coefficient 0.98402, and between west and north aspects 

(0.97994) than between south and west aspects (0.97803). The differ,'" ,, 

·ence here is slight however, and is undoubtedly due to the more mesic 

conditions which prevail in the area of the recording station on the 

western aspect; 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Peckout Hollow area is dominc;ited by three oaks, Quercus alba, 

Quercus stellata and Quercus velutina, ea.ch significant on a different 
.( '· 

"-aspect. Based on the density values of these three species, each . 

a$pect was significantly different at the 1% level. Quercus velutina 

was the dominant species on the south aspect whereas Quercus alba was 

dominant on the north. Quercus stellata, dominant on the west aspect, 

ranked second in importance value on the south and was insignificant 

·on the north, 

General trends -in the data indicate that Quercus stellat;a is a 

more drought resistant species. Records o;f microclimate, measured at 

somewhat representative sites on each aspect, indicate the west aspect 

to be a more xeric -area. Quercus velutina seemed to prefer the some-

what xeric~mesic conditions of the south aspect, Microclimatic con-

dit-ions here were generally not as severe as the west aspect, Quercus 

velutina, dominant on the sout;h, i. v. 95, decreased on the west and 

was found to be more abundant on the·north aspect than on the west. 

';rhe north slope, a much more mesic area as indicat~d by microclimatic 

records, was dominated by Quercus alba, i. v. 97. As previously men-

tioned, Quercus velutina was relatively amundant on the north with an 

i, v, of 46. In addition, Cornus florida, i. v. 52, and Quercus rubra, 

i. v. · 38, absent or very insignificant on the other, aspects, were 
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-relatively abundant on the north. This would tend to indicate their 

p:reference for mes ic -areas. 

Using understory species as indicators, ;i.t:would appear that no 

succession is occurring as generally the dominants of the overstory 

were also ·abundant as understo:ry sapling_s. 0£ cou:rse many other -under-

i$·tory -species were ·pre-sent in significant numbers. The application of 

the. Pichi-,S·ermolli (1948) index for maturity indi_cated this region to 

be an imma.ture stand. 

-Although plant species are probably ·the best; indicators of long 

term environmental condit;ions, data on mi,croclimat;ic factors collected 

on each aspect verifies what is ;implied from the vegetational .analysis. 

Soils and u,nderlying bedrock undoubtedly play an important part in 

that they serve as the matrix in which plants grow. Depth, texture, 

and compos;i.tion of the soils exerts an influe.nc·e upon plant g:i:-owth. 

This influence has bee.n indirectly observed in this study. Very ·sha:1-

low Gasconade soils on parts of the west aspect result in very xeric 

conditions. A shelf of bedrock under deeper Gasconade ·soil on the 

ti9rth edge of the west aspect holds :moisture near the surt:ace. C.larks-

·ville -and Fullerton soils ·are generally deeper -and .supp<;>rt ·a tno;re : ... : 

intense plant ·population, especially on the more mesic: northern aspect. 

Each species of plant .exists within a range of tolerance t-o a 

complex of factors which constitute the edaphic and climatic ·environ-, . 

ment. The limits, which may be very sharp, determine the distribution 

ot: the species. To determine -the precise limits of tolerance would 

require ·very sensitive -_and accurate equipment. Only g:ejleral trends 

and appro:x:imate ·limits can be detected from this_ study. 



CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY 

This study was undertaken to analyze a limited ecosite in 

Christian County, Missouri (Peckout Hollow) from vegetational, micro

c limatological, and edaphic points of view, The following results 

and conclusions were drt:j.wn from data collected during the tenure of 

this project. 

1. Peckout Hollow is an area set aside by the Forestry Department as 

an outdoor laboratory. · It includes the termination of Flyblow 

Ridge which presents three contrasting aspects--south, west and 

north. The intensity and duration of sunlight on the landscape 

influences the ecosysteim, consequently,; 1:!he>topograpb_ic :position 

iS significant in respect to the biota it supports, 

2. Microclimatic recording stapions were established at representative 

sites on each aspect. Records .of climatic conditions were collec

ted over a period of two years. Those for the growing season 

of 1968 are included herein. Considered in general, these records 

coincide with long term records of the U. S. Weather Bureau. In 

addition, they indicate some degree of difference between the 

three aspects. These differences influence the flora of the area. 

3. Quercus alba, Quercus stellata and Quercus velutina dominate the 

study area. Each species was dominant on a different aspect--
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Quercus alba on the north, Quercus stellata on the west and Quercus 

velutin on the south. 

4. Understory species indicate, generally, an abundance of the domi

nant overs.tory species, hence, succession in this area is probably 

not occurring. 

5. A relatively large number of different species constituting the 

understory would i,ndicate this region to be an immature stand of 

oaks. Understory species, generaUy, had a low density per speci,es. 

6. Soils and underlying bedrock undoubtedly play an important part in 

supporting a particular stand of .tr.ees •. Tlieit" iilfluence' may/he 

indirect and many times very obscure. 

7. The three i:lSpects of Peckout Hollow can be divided into two (or 

possibly three) regions based on the dominant plant species in 

each: A rather xeric-mesic south aspect, a very me sic north , . 

aspect, and, the possible third, a xeric west aspect. The west 

slope is actually a transition area. At the southern limit it .is 

much like the south and of course the northern limit is very simi

lar to the north aspect. At its mid-point the west aspect is 

uniquely different from the other two and presents a definite xeric 

area as a result of very shallow soils and i,ntense solar radiation. 
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